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Highly advanced civilizations have been here before us, just to be destroyed by some great global

catastrophe. But for each race that has died out, another has taken its place, with a selected few

holding on to the memories and sacred knowledge of the past race. In our vanity we think we have

discovered some of the great truths of science and technology, but we are in fact only just beginning

to rediscover the profound wisdom of past civilizations. In many ways, we are like an awakening

Species with Amnesia, yearning to reclaim our forgotten past.
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This title of this book and the whole "amnesia" idea is lifted DIRECTLY from Graham Hancock's

book Fingerprints of the Gods, in fact, Hancock has a lecture entitled "A Species With Amnesia".

The content of these books is a rehash of other people's work, completely unoriginal. Furthermore,

this author is obviously creating multiple  accounts to leave favorable rankings and reviews on his

books. Click on the hyperlinks of the names of the people leaving five star reviews; all of them have

left reviews on Sepehr's books only, all 5-star, and most left on the same day! The author's

credentials seem nonexistent, and with 5 minutes of research I could plainly see that the majority of

praise for his work online is fake.

Good presentation of facts and deeply researched. Makes you think. I had to read it twice to let it all

sink in. Highly recommended reading for those who want to tie together all the bits and pieces we've

learned about ancient astronauts, the development of our species and the possibility of Atlantis.



Robert Sepehr's ideas are fascinating and thought provoking. He weaves together current scientific

facts, ancient myths, and dares to address what academia simply refuses to confront. This book

was well researched, very informative and beautifully presented. I learned more from this book

about our actual history regarding human origins than I did in all my years in school.

I've read about the myths of Atlantis and lost civilizations for over a decade and have read all of the

popular authors.This book goes where the other authors are uncomfortable to go.I'm shocked how

anyone could give this book a negative review. As with many things, some people simply can't

handle the truth.

The author Robert Sepehr, put way too much emphasis on the swastika sign and way way WAY too

much emphasis on the Aryan race. Without actually coming out and saying so, the author seemed

somehow sympathetic to Hitler's 3rd reich agenda and importance of the Aryan race. I can see the

importance of making mention of these things in order to make a point, but not again and again. I

believe the Author is either running a facebook group called the Sumerians [...] or is supported by

them because they were touting this book (species with amnesia) as something special so after

reading it, I left my opinion of the book on the sumerian's wall. WELL! It seems to me, cowardly, that

the person running The Sumerians group have not only blocked my comments, but made it

impossible for me to contact them for inquiry. If your knees get wobbly from a little honest criticism,

you shouldn't be writing books and pretending to be somebody. There are way better authors who

cover these same topics and do a much better job (Graham Hancock, comes to mind. If you want a

book with substance, written by a man with back bone,[...].

Main stream academia chooses to not only ignore the truth of our magnificent history, but indeed

have taken active measures to erase our true history. Robert Sepher has the intelligence and the

courage to show us facts and information that shed light upon this important topic.

Very thought provoking, very informative, one of a kind journey into human origins, great book really

recommend reading.

Intriguing, even for the skeptic mind. Great read and would highly recommend for anyone with an

open mind or just curious to learn more on the subject.
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